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The terrorists' attacks came in a sequence this time, which did not
let the state and government departments to sustain and recover.
First Karachi was attacked twice, later Quetta, Peshawar and
Lahore. Mohmand agency was also attacked which had been the
centre for extremists. The shrine of Lal Shahbaz Qalandar is a
spiritual place, and attack on the shrine is attack on spiritualism.
This is one of the biggest shrines of our country, where not only
monthly or weekly but on daily basis the “sufiyana dhamal” is
performed. In that melodic “dhamal”, the people from various
places gather without any difference of race, color and religion,
which was also proved by the identification of dead people in
incident as they belonged to all religions, sectors and different
regions. Usually the people who are frustrated from this world and
tired of their lives come to shrines of “Sufiyane Keraam”. They
come for seeking pleasure, and pray there to God for comfort. By
this they get a new hope and start fighting back to the world.
The operations against terrorism have been on-going in Pakistan,
by rangers in Sindh, by frontier constabulary in Balochistan and by
forces in Khyber Pakhtun Khan. Same operations have been in
progress Fata and Waziristan too. The only province had no such
operation against terrorism was Punjab although the operations,
which were to take place in accordance to National Action Plan,
cover Punjab too which has the nurseries of extremists according
to media and some intelligence departments. Now it is the turn of
Punjab as the province is handed over to rangers for finishing
terrorism and maintaining peace.
The operation “Zarb-e-Azb” has not finished yet, and a new
operation is started in country. Both the operations have a lot of
similarities. With all its success the operation “Zarb-e-Azb” could
not finish the internal threats of our country. The terrorist are
attacking back in more organized way.
A specific mindset has been established for last three to four
decades; the people having this mindset are not only found in
common people but in government institutions, many social
professions and even in education too. In fact a complete narrative
is needed to be changed because this narrative establishes a
mindset.
The operation “Zarb-e-Azb” is still to reach its completion, in this
situation another operation is started against terrorists. It may be
possible that by these two operations, we succeed to finish a
complete generation of terrorists but until and unless we will not
recognize the roots and root causes of terrorism, it would keep
coming back. By this way we might succeed to finish terrorists but
we will fail to finish terrorism.
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Current Affair
s

By Bilal Masood

A

s indicated by Pakistan Economic Survey 2014-15, the
volume of exchange amongst Pakistan and China has
expanded to $16 billion. China's fares to Pakistan's
economy expanded by 10% amid the five years from 2009-10 to
2014-15. Subsequently, China's share in Pakistan's aggregate
assistance has bit by bit grabbed from four percent in 2009-10 to
nine percent amid the monetary year 2014-15.The latest turning
point accomplished in this two-sided relationship is the marking
of memorandum of understanding to the development of ChinaPakistan Economic Corridor (CPEC).
CPEC is a 3,218 kilometer long course, to be worked over next
quite a while, comprising of inter-states, railroads and pipelines.
The real assessed cost of the venture is relied upon to be US$75
billion, out of which US$45 billion will guarantee that the hallway
gets to be distinctly operational by 2020.
The rest of the venture will be spent on vitality area and
foundation advancement. The quite publicised US$45 billion
China-Pakistan Economic Corridor will go through the excellent
Gilgit-Baltistan region in the north which will interface Kashgar
in China's western region Xingjiang to rest of the world through
Chinese-worked Gwadar
port in the nation's south.
This venture is relied
upon to take the
respective relationship
amongst Pakistan and
China higher than ever,
it's a start of a trip which
plans to change the
economy and help
s c a ff o l d P a k i s t a n ' s
energy deficit.
CPEC is a cutting edge
financial measurement
of Pakistan in the 21st
century. This multidimensional venture has
opened Pakistan's
rebalancing alternatives
from geopolitics to geo-financial matters. It incorporates four
columns i.e. the framework, the electricity necessities, workforce
improvement and financial advance.
CPEC will open ways to huge financial doors to Pakistan as well
as will physically associate China to its business sectors in Asia,
Europe and past. Very nearly 80% of the China's oil is as of now
transported from Strait of Malacca to Shanghai, (separation is just
about 16,000 km and takes 2-3 months), with Gwadar getting to be
operational, the separation would lessen to under 5,000 km. In the
event that all goes well and on calendar, of the 21 concessions to
energy including gas, coal and sun based energy will have the
capacity to give up to 10,400 megawatts (MW) of electricity by
March 2018.
Daily, these ventures would give up to 16,400 MW of electricity
out and out. As a component of foundation activities worth around
$11 billion, and 1,100 kilometer long motorway will be developed
between the urban areas of Karachi and Lahore, while the
Karakoram Highway amongst Rawalpindi and the Chinese fringe
will be totally remade and updated. The KarachiPeshawar primary
railroad line will likewise be moved up to take into account
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prepare head out at up to 160 kilometers for each hour by
December 2019. Pakistan's railroad system will likewise be
stretched out to in the end interface with China's Southern
Xinjiang Railroad in Kashgar.
A system of pipelines to transport condensed common gas and oil
will be laid as a feature of the venture, including a $2.5 billion
pipeline amongst Gwadar and Nawabshah to transport gas from
Iran. Oil from the Middle East be offloaded at Gwadar and
transported to China through the hallway, cutting the current
12,000 km excursion to 2,395 km. It will go about as an extension
for the new Maritime Silk Route that conceives connecting 3
billion individuals in Asia, Africa and Europe, part of a transEurasian venture. When completely operational, Gwadar will
advance the financial improvement of Pakistan and turn into a
passage for Central Asian nations, including Afghanistan,
Uzbekistan, connecting Sri Lanka, Iran and Xinjiang to attempt
marine transport.
Over US $33 billion worth of electricity framework will be built
by private consortia to help ease Pakistan's constant electricity
shortages, which consistently will add up to more than 4,500MW,
and can shed an expected
2-2.5% off Pakistan's
y e a r l y G D P. Wi t h
roughly US $33 billion
anticipated that would
be put resources into
electricity division
ventures, control era
accept an imperative
part in the CPEC extend.
More than 10,400MW of
electricity producing
limit is to be created in
between 2018 and 2020
as a major aspect of the
hallway's optimised
"Early Harvest"
ventures.
Tourism is another
Pakistani industry that will see an immense boost as a result of this
corridor. Pakistan is home to the world's second highest peak at
K2, and also boasts another five peaks above 8,000 meters, in
addition to more than 50 other mountains over 7,000 meters.
Mountaineers from around the globe will flock to Pakistan's
Gilgit-Baltistan region as soon as CPEC is operational.
The military has played an important role in alleviating some of
the Chinese concerns and removing some of the obstacles,
especially with regards to guaranteeing strong security. General
Raheel Sharif raised a Special Security Division, commanded by a
serving two-star General to make certain that the best possible
security is provided along the CPEC route, and protection for the
foreigners working on the project. The Pakistan Army under
General Raheel's leadership has also made tremendous progress in
combating terrorism. It is now up to the political leadership in the
country to make sure that there is a national consensus on CPEC.
The CPEC seen as an imperative scaffold in the world ChinaPakistan relationship. It is opening a new entryways of monetary
open doors in the region. This mega project will have critical
ramifications that can change the flow of worldwide legislative
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issues. The CPEC will help reinforce Pakistan's economy and
improve its position in the region. For China, CPEC will open new
courses to the oil-rich Middle East by means of the Arabian Sea. It
will bolster territorial ties and empower the region to remain all
alone with negligible dependence on the Western world China and
Pakistan consented to shape a 1+4 fundamental structure with the
CPEC at the middle (1) and the Gwadar Port (a), vehicle
foundation (b), vitality (c) and modern (c) participation being the
four basic territories to accomplish a win-win result and joint
advancement.
There are many difficulties for Pakistan that may occur in the long

run prompt to greater challenges, for instance, how the neighbors
particularly India will respond. Pakistan ought to be resolved to
take this venture to its completion and furthermore seek after a
peace-production course in the area and even offer willing and
legit neighbours to partake in the venture. A financially stable
Pakistan will surely add to the improvement of country and region
both. Western outright obsession with Iran is counterproductive,
and a prosperous Pakistan and, thusly, CPEC is to everybody's
greatest advantage.
Writer is student of BS-IV, Media & Communication Studies, UoS

Suicide Attack
By Maryam Malik

S

uicide attacks, an act in which an individual personally
delivers explosives and detonates them to the greatest
possible damage, by killing himself or herself in the process.
Suicide bombings are particularly shocking on account of their
indiscriminate nature, clearly intending to kill or injure anyone
within range of the explosion.
Suicide bombing is the most aggressive terrorism pursuing coercion
even at the expense of losing support among terrorist own
community. What distinguished a suicide terrorist is that the
attacked does not expect to survive and often employs a method of
attack that insures the attacker's death in order to succeed.
It is true that suicide bombing is not a new phenomenon, this is not
only practiced by Muslims extremist organisation but also
experienced in other extremist organizations like 'The LTTE'.
Intellectuals argue that this new face of terrorism is worst as the
emphasis of these terrorists is on mass killings.
The targets of these attacks initially were security forces and
Government establishments, but over time this has become'nothing
is off-limits' game. Shops, mosque, funeral processions, shrines and
educational institutions have been recent target of suicide attackers.
The army and law-enforcement agencies are no longer the only
casualties, it now includes women, children and elderly as well.
Suicide bombings have historically been used as a means to resist
foreign military occupation, but this is not the case in Pakistan
because there is no direct military occupation. The operation in Lal
Masjid was the turning point for these bombings because after that
the extremists came down hard on the state and the military
operation in the tribal areas of Waziristan and Swat only escalated it.
Suicide bombing is one of the ugliest and the most menacing form
of terrorism plaguing Pakistan. The person blowing himself up is
merely a tool and it is not possible to devise a full-proof mechanism
to foil every suicide-bombing attempt. Clearly identifying the
factors that make the bomber commit this heinous act is the key to
uprooting this evil. Many reasons and explanations have been put
forth by government officials, law enforcement personnel,
academics and other sections of the society. No doubt, it is a very
complex issue which has its roots in a number of factors including
religious extremism. Foreign intervention, political instability,
economic conditions, poverty, etc. Several studies have identified
that the youth of the tribal areas from where most suicide bombers
are recruited, are driven by a set of factors including hatred of
government policies, lack of education, unemployment and severe
lack of basic amenities.
Extremism in the name of faith is cited as one of the primary reasons
for the rise of terrorism, especially suicide bombing in Pakistan. It is
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true to some extent that the distorted religious information fed to
the impressionable recruits helps in motivating and recruiting the
suicide bombers, but beyond that, social and cultural factors also
play an important role in the decision of the recruit to commit
gruesome task. There are several other factors such as; many would
be suicide bombers experience a lack of personal identity and the
strong religious influence in their environment fills the gap so that
their religious identity takes the driving seat. The “War on Terror”
has created a shared identification among the Muslims all across
the globe. They identify with the misery and the plight of their
brethren and develop a strong sense of resentment and anger
towards the Western powers and their allies. This sense of
brotherhood makes the jobs of the masterminds easy when
recruiting the young bombers.
Revenge is another strong motivator, Pakistani government's war
against terrorism has created a lot of personal tragedies. Countless
families have lost one or more members of their family. Pakistani
government has been trying hard to curb terrorism in general and
suicide bombings, but the increase in the frequency and ferocity of
these acts clearly indicates that the efforts of the government are
falling short. In order to effectively address this problem, the
government need to take some of the following steps:
Instead of blaming faith-based extremism as the scapegoat,
acknowledge the socioeconomic factors mentioned above that are
among the driving forces behind suicide bombings.
Enhance the operational capabilities of the law enforcement
agencies by providing them with the training and equipment
necessary to stop these attacks in future.
Engage the civil society, especially the clergy and religious
scholars, so that they can reach out to the masses in the areas from
where the bombers are recruited.
Many religious scholars have categorically denounced suicide
bombings, which help to counter the propaganda of the extremists.
It is encouraging to see that the majority of the public does not
support the suicide attacks, which shows that continued efforts to
raise awareness can be helpful in this battle.
Writer is student of M.A Final, Media & Communication Studies, UoS
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Drug
Addiction
in youth
By Waqas Arain

D

rugs usage is injurious for health and has negative effect on
the health of surrounded people. Drugs make users addict
to it and especially in youngsters who become desperate to
try drugs again and again. The worst thing about being addicted to
drugs is that it is affecting the youth in every part of the world in a
major way. The trouble starts among the school-going children but
the problem is increasing with the support of those who wish to earn
money out of selling drugs. This problem among children and youth
arises because of a perception that they seem to harbor the notion of
their weakness for failing to measure up to the expectations of their
elders. Nowadays it has become a trend for the actors and singers to
include tales of drugs addiction and sexual references in their music.
So instead of inculcating good values in the youth, the
entertainment industry is responsible for propagating the use of
drugs, which is further fueling the addiction to drugs in both the
developed and developing world.
The most disturbing part of drug addiction is that it is spreading like
infection in the entire world. Students are increasingly becoming
addicted to all kinds of drugs including street drugs and prescription
drugs etc. Street drugs include cocaine, heroin and marijuana, weed
and meth, while prescription drugs including those for example,
Valium, Oxy Contin, Percocet and Ritalin etc.
Drug addiction is an intense issue and even if the addict is using
prescribed drugs, the ill effects can be exceptionally injurious to be
sure like mental illness and depression as well. The ill effects of
addiction of drugs can be extremely difficult to endure, which is the
reason someone who is addicted must be treated for their condition
at the earliest. It is, therefore, important that the government takes
regulatory, lawful and strategy measures that put a conclusion to the
danger of drug addiction. The awareness programs can help
someone who is addicted avoid from overdosing and it can also
prevent medical related complications.
A non-government organization (NGO) has been currently working
on how badly the dependence on drugs hurts individuals and social
orders. In a meeting, the Senate Standing Committee on Interior and
Narcotics Control declared war against drugs in all over Pakistan
while communicating profound worry over reports of expanded
utilisation of drugs by students in schools of Islamabad having rich
family background. Another report displayed before the Senate
panel revealed that about 53 percent students mainly of non-public
schools in Islamabad were addicted to drugs. The report arranged by
an NGO dispalyed that 44 to 53 percent students of vast tuition
based schools in the elected capital were dependent on different
sorts of drugs.
Drug addiction in Pakistan is no less troubling. Inspite of the fact
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that its neighbors, India, Bangladesh, Maldives and also Nepal all
have drugs addiction issues. Pakistan is the most influenced and
worst affected throughout South Asia. It is, all things considered,
home to the biggest market for heroin consumption. Besides, a
survey by an NGO tells that is additionally a major exporter of
heroin and truth be told, around fifty tons of opium is illegally
brought into Pakistan to create heroin. Pakistan, Afghanistan,
Bangladesh, Bhutan, India and even Sri Lanka all have major drugrelated issues where a decent number of youngsters are addict to
different types of drugs, revealed by an investigative report of
international media.
The young generation has turned into the target of major drug
merchants. These merchants sell drugs and package them as
images of revolution and freshness but have no care for the results
of their activities. The youngsters that take drugs will probably
submit suicide as a result of the injurious impacts of the drugs they
are taking. Wrong information about drugs is another purpose
behind these deaths as the addict or client may take the drugs in
wrong measurements, which can then lead to a casualty.
Furthermore, drug barons are becoming increasingly wealthier by
supplying these drugs that are causing untold misery.
It is time that societies and governments take a firm stand about
preventing and stopping drugs addiction. There should be a
community plan that should be implemented to stop addiction to
drugs. This plan must identify the specific drugs that youth are
using. It should build on existing resources such as existing drug
abuse prevention programs and it should also develop short term
goals relevant to proper implementation of research based drug
abuse prevention programs.
Unless genuine measures are taken now, the very future of a large
chunk of today's youth will be severely compromised. The issue of
drug addiction is too genuine and genuine to be ignored. The
governments need to include communities and media in
highlighting the hazards connected with the drug addiction. Media
has a responsibility to highlight such issues with a view to
educating and aware people and building a consensus among them
to make a united stand against such curse. The culprits of doom and
gloom are very much settled in the power structures and have
formed transnational partnerships for their disgusting purposes.
The reaction to manage such an organized danger should also be
concerted for effective output. It calls for maintained engagement
and facilitated activity among nations. Individual efforts cannot
produce desired results. For how long we have chosen not to see
such critical issues. It is now presently time to be responsible in our
actions.
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Life is beautiful but fragile, like Glass
By Mahira Majid Ali

P

akistan is gifted with a number of skilled and potential
artists. Many artists are admirable and applaud-able due to
their art, skills and hard work. There was a time, when
Pakistan Film Industry was on its swing. But slowly and gradually,
it witnessed its demise. Once again in 21st century, Pakistan Film
Industry revived and tried to get a better position again.
In 2016, a young composer, artist, multi-instrumentalist and
enthusiastic boy, Usman Riaz introduced a new idea of animated
movie in Pakistan. However before that, there was no such
background of animated movies in the country and no one ever
wondered or bothered to work over it. There is no such platform to
learn the art of animated movies in the country. Usman developed a
creative vision of doing something new in animation. So, he broke
the ground and went Tokyo to learn the art of animation.
Firstly, Usman was not much self-assured about the completion of
his vision. He went to Ghibli Studio in Tokyo. This studio is best
known for its anime feature films and has also produced several
short films, television commercials for film industry. Usman learnt
the art of animated characters, designs, architectural models, their
movements, arrangement and so on. After learning this art, he
returned with a more clear vision and started working on an
animated movie. In this regard, he formed his own studio in

Pakistan and named it 'Mano Studio'.
Many western films are featured on eastern characters. So, Usman
penned a script for his movie and set its theme on Pakistani norms
and cultures with the western characters. The characters of the film
have western names, but they are speaking Urdu. This movie is a
coming of age story of a boy named Vincent, who learns the art of
glassblowing in his father's glass shop. He falls in love with a girl
named Alliz, daughter of an army officer, who visits the shop
frequently. The film shows the complications of their lives as they
grow old. The first fully hand drawn and hand-orchestrated movie
is named as 'The Glassworker'.
The Glassworker is an incredible piece of movie-making and
influenced by Japanese anime style with that of Disney. This film
will show Pakistan society in European culture. The storyline
chronicles the lives of two lovers, Vincent and Alliz through their
formative years and how they attempt to sustain the relationship as
their situation become increasingly complicated due to political
unrests. They will develop love feeling for each other and their life
will become problematic. The film also depicts conflicts and
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effects of war on the lives of
children.
Usman Riaz said that as there is
no such background of animated
movies in Pakistan, we can work
on our fullest, without any rules, or restrictions. It is a long and
difficult journey. However, our work is being appreciated and
encouraged by public of different parts of the world. Many people
are funding and contributing to our projects. These funds are not
due to lack of finance but the desire to engage the community.
Usman says that through this, we may find more like-minded
people or artists to work. Through the online funding our capital is
also being raised.
There are so many animated Hollywood movies but those are all
computer-generated. Computer-generated images are widely
regarded as a way forward but “The Glassworker” is based on
traditional approach of drawing images through hand that has
raised quite a few eyebrows. Although computer-generated images
are just another development, but they cannot supersede the quality
of hand drawn images. Hand drawn images are incredibly
beautiful. They never look obsolete. If we watch “Toy Story” we
can note a lot of pixilation on its textures and roads. It looks a little
out-dated. On the other hand, beauty of lines drawn and painted by
human hands can never be replicated in the ages of today's
computer. Its timeless. No doubt hand drawn animations take great
amount of time but gives better results than the computer generated
images. In this film Usman also shared his own experiences and the
experiences the people of Pakistan. He has focused on the beauty
and artistry of glassblowing through sculpture of glass. He, on the
other side, is also composing the music by using the instruments
like strings and piano, to evoke the more clear nature of the glass.
He shares an idea that the art of glass is for life. As our life is
beautiful but fragile, like a glass.
There should be no compromise on quality. To enhance the quality
of this movie, a small team is managed without any discrimination
of class, creed, race, colour or gender. Passionate artists, architects,
and animators are hired from Malaysia, United Kingdom, and
South Africa and for sure from Pakistan on the bases of their skills
in animation. They all work together to achieve the vision and
maintain standard of excellence that the story deserves.
It takes a lot of money, time and energy to complete a single
episode. The first trailer of the film was released in February, 2016.
The length of the film is expected to be approximately 60 minutes.
It might take three more years for the completion of the movie.
Usman is aware of the obstacles but he is not afraid to grow from
these challenges. The people that accomplish amazing things do so
because they never give up on what they believe in.
It is a splendid work initiated by our own countrymen. This film
will make progress in future and will surely open new gates for the
development of film industry in Pakistan. This initiative will
support the new work and seed opportunities to support new
generation of exceptional artists in Pakistan and beyond. It will lay
down the foundation for the artists to come forward and show their
beautiful art that they can be proud of.
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Life Style

By Qirat Fatima

I

n the high technological era of 21stcentury, when almost every
other thing depends on internet, it's very demanding for an
individual to be updated with digital media especially when
that individual is a student or a professional of any field.
So what could be helpful if you'd choose your kind of social corner
in the vast world of internet?
Where Google is most helpful and popular in a lot of places there
are also some specific web-based platforms which can help you to
communicate with people who belong to your field around the
globe and to learn about the latest research findings of your subject
through online access.
It would also benefit you by keeping you enlightened with the
information of your area of activity, the one which is related to
students and academics. And what more? If you have some logical
methodologies on your chosen subjects you want to share, you can
also showcase/represent your analysis and fact-finding with your
field-mates on these technological hubs who are working on same
themes as you.
Well! That's the power of technology.
Here are some technological platforms which have become the
sensation in the world of internet and which are equally proficient.
It includes websites and
applications that could be
advantageous if used in a
constructive way.
LinkedIn: According to
LinkedIn, it is a networking
tool to find connections to
recommended jobs/work
positions, industry experts and
business partners.
In my simple words, LinkedIn
is one of its kind matchmaker
website between candidates
and organizations/institutions.
It is basically a networking tool
to find connections within and
out your fields (and to expand your options in the area of study) and
yet the highly regarded professional website in the world of internet
with more than 106 million active accounts.
With all your experiences, learnings and choices showcased in a
single place [I found] it a great help for individuals to seek their
desired positions.
YouTube: Want to learn a new language or want to improve your
baking skills, want to kill your time but with something useful.
What more? You can also reveal your secret doodling skills and can
attract a number of people with your work, or just support your
company with helpful videos for the costumers.
You can because YouTube is finally available with all kind of stuffs
and this too without the heck of proxies.
After being banned for more than three years, YouTube got publicly
available this year in January 2016, for internet consumers in
Pakistan. With the improvised channel system it has become easy
for beginners and professionals alike to learn things their own way
on YouTube.
Pinterest: Pinterest is a web and mobile application company that
operates a photo sharing website managed and funded by a small
group of entrepreneurs and investors.
Pinterest labels itself as 'catalog of ideas' rather than as a social
network that inspires users to 'go out and do the things'.
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Internet users can upload, save, sort, and manage images known as
pinsand other media content through collections known as pin
boards. So next time you want to keep some interesting ideas to use
later for writing your feature or article, Just Pin It!
Tumblr: What you can love about Tumblr? The colors, the
graphics, the diversity of users and almost everything and that's the
reason it has become my favorite internet corner.
Tumblr is a microblogging and social networking website founded
by David Karp in 2007. The service permits the users to post
multimedia and other content to a short-form blog. Interestingly,
Bloggers can also make their blogs private.
So if you cannot write big bang writing pieces and small-yet-witty
observations are your kind of things. That's Okay! Share it on
Tumblr and you may attract many people with your discoveries.
The main features of Tumblr include Dashboard, the trend of Tags,
Queue system and the allowable use of HTML code language. As
of January 2016, the website had 555 million monthly visitors.
Twitter: Twitter is an online social networking site that enables
users to send and read short 140-character messages called Tweets.
Mostly used by celebrities, artists, journalists, worldwide
organizations and international representatives from various fields.
It is one of the most-visited
websites and has been
described as the Short Message
Service (SMS) of the Internet
with more than 310 million
monthly active users.
It is especially a great medium
to connect celebrities and
common people with an inbuilt
and well-organized privacy
structure from the developers.
Instagram: Captured a
beautiful click? Or you have
some funny video that can
bring smile on millions of
faces. Post it on Instagram
where it would be the sight of millions.
Launched in October 2010 as a free mobile application, Instagram
generally called “Insta” is the one application among thousands
that you'd love to use when it comes to sharing pictures and videos
with its amazing features of filter and easy-to-use format.
Given that the current generation learns more through pictorial
mediums rather than literature. The internet witnessed the rise in
the development of related websites and applications prone
towards imagery. But to keep the level of competition up, the hightech world tried to make their websites and applications more userfriendly.
One of the interesting aspect of these technology sites is that, even
though most of these websites and applications are developed to
engage public in an informal way for the entertainment and
infotainment, these technology related creations are still playing a
vital role in the life of a common person and acquired/approached
by the new generation as important communication tools.
Other technological creations that can prove to be a good help with
the access to internet include Watt pad, Scribed, Skype, discuss for
communication exchange and Couchsurfing which comes to your
rescue when you'd like to connect with people around the world.
Happy Interneting!
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History

By Rajesh Kumar Oad

H

istory of subcontinent, especially of India reveals that
there was a time when different cultures lived together
peacefully and without any biasness. Suddenly British
rule riots took place and shook the peace, brotherhood and
changed the situation of tolerance and people, believe that Hindus
and Muslims were two different nations, they cannot live together
as their cultures, customs were different with religion. Due to this
reason, many Muslim activists demanded separate homeland on
the basis of two-nation theory. Thus, demand of separate nation
was completed by breaking sub continent into two pieces, India
and Pakistan. But this aspect remains wrong because at the time of
partition many Hindus were living
in Pakistani area and they did not
leave their ancestor's homes then
how is possible that both nations
cannot live together.?
As today, about twenty million
Hindus are living in Pakistan.
Especially, over 90% Pakistani
Hindus are living in the Sindh
province. Their ratio is 49% of the
population in Umerkot, 46% in
Tharparkar and 33% in Mirpurkhas
district. While 8-19% population
ratios is scattered in different parts
of the province.
Thus, Umerkot or Amerkot which have lot of importance in
historical way because it has been remained the capital of Sindh
Province, Umerkot has importance in history as it has some parts
of present desert Rajasthan India. This city became prominent
during the Mughal's era and the British Raj and is still popular city
because it is the birthplace of the Mughal king Akbar. From
historical point of view, Umerkot fort dates back to year 559 A.D.
According to some historians and archeologists today's shape of
Umerkot fort was renovated by Noor Muhammad Kalhoro, the
ruler of the 17th century and it is also famous for Umar-Marvi folk
story.
Umerkot not only from historical point of view is famous but also
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because of pluralism or unanimity. the city's population is divided
equally between Muslims and Hindus with a minimal proportion
of Christians and all are living here peacefully. Mainly both
Hindus and Muslims have lived here together like brothers since
the creation of Pakistan. This city is a best example of pluralism
and cultural diversity because of the interfaith harmony and Sufi's
culture of Sindh which is mainly seemed during the fair of lord
Shiva. In the fair not only number of Hindus gather from local
areas or internationally but also many Muslims, Christians and
other communities join to celebrate and get fun.
Despite of cultural differences, interfaith harmony of local people
remains unaffected. It can be verified
by observing that during the month
of Ramadan Hindus keeps fast
regularly along with the Muslims
brothers. And Hindus also lead
mourning processions during the
Muharram. These different
communities follow each other
cultures and participate in their
different festivals like giving gifts,
providing food and drinks for
Muslims during Ramadan, give and
take of the greetings, exchange of
sweets on Eid, Rakshabandhan,
Diwali ,Christmas day and so on.
They believe that through these activities and celebrations they
can create and ensure harmony. It is mentioned in Holy books that
God is the Supreme Being and has the absolute power over the
universe and these religions believe that God gave independent
life to everyone, everyone is responsible for their evils or good
deeds so, we have to understand that religion is not the reason of
the bias, prejudice and intolerance, as religion itself told us to bear
the tolerance and to help others without discrimination and this
thing we have to promote in the whole society especially in
country like Pakistan where extremism and sectarianism at peak
point.
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